-----Original Message----From: Lesa Heebner <lheebner@cosb.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 4:16 PM
To: Jeffrey Cameron <jeffcameron@msn.com>
Subject: Re: Del Mar Resort Project
Dear Jeffrey,
Thank you for your email. As a Council member, I know full well that I cannot please everyone. At the same time, I
strongly believe in representing the majority, not just my personal opinions.
In addition to my usual activities, I’ve been campaigning for two Council candidates, so have been in many living rooms
and knocked on plenty of doors, speaking with hundreds of residents of all ages, in all neighborhoods. The
overwhelming majority are opposed to this project. We have received an extraordinary number of communications
opposing the project and illustrating with photographs their loss of views. I’ve also met with people in their homes to
see their view loss, and I get out and about a bit and hear an earful on all sorts of topics, including this project. The
opposition is overwhelming. Not even close. And BTW all Council candidates are opposed to this project.
Regrettably, Zephyr’s representatives have not offered or proposed any dialogue or communication with our City
concerning this project and the significant negative impacts to Solana Beach. Neither Brad or any other Zephyr
representative has requested or initiated discussions or made any proposal to the Solana Beach City Manager or City
Council to address the obvious negative impacts from the project on our city. All we have to base our comments and
actions on to date is the project we see today as depicted by the story poles, and the literature provided by Zephyr
Together, these facts show us real and devastating negative impacts to our residents.
The residents in the Del Mar Beach Club condos had been communicating with Zephyr and were told in an assuring
manner “not to worry” about their concerns. Yet a 46-foot wall blocking their views, air circulation and light was
presented to them via the story poles. This is not acceptable “communication and dialogue”. Neither Zephyr’s lack of
communication or their lack of response to these residents gives us any indication that SB issues were considered at all.
In fact the project is designed in a way that almost punitively impacts our City.
I’ve worked with Zephyr before on Solana 101. While our work resulted in, in Brad’s words, “a much better project,” at
one point, they tried to tell us we didn’t get them our input early enough, that they were too far down the road and so
what could they do? In this case, our Council took prompt action to inform Zephyr of our concerns and objections so
they will have the maximum opportunity to make meaningful modifications.
Imagine if you were going to lose your ocean view due to a rezone you never thought possible. I am confident you would
want the Council to make every effort to eliminate those impacts. Do you really think losing your home’s ocean view and
35%-75% of its value would be acceptable because you can now go take a walk on a bluff? Or that not-my-City gets
sand? Or I can use a new bathroom when I take my dog to the beach?? My guess is that you would want your City
Council to be responsive.
Brad’s statement on Wednesday that he would redesign sometime the first of the year was the first we’d heard of any
response to the overwhelming opposition to what is currently proposed. Until that time, we stand opposed to rezoning
for this project, and we await a proposal or some dialogue from Zephyr so that we can engage in discussions to attempt
to find a mutually acceptable outcome.
Sincerely
Lesa Heebner,
Council Member
City of Solana Beach
858.922.3434
From: Jeffrey Cameron
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 5:39 PM
To: 'Lesa Heebner' <lheebner@cosb.org>
Subject: RE: Del Mar Resort Project

Thanks for your response. I guess I have a completely different view of the project. I, like 99% of Solana Beach, will not
have my view blocked but rather the resort will take a completely unusable ugly dirt lot surrounded by a chain link fence
and give us access to it. The 99% will be able to walk on the bluffs, enjoy a glass of wine overlooking the ocean, etc., in
effect giving us a view that we didn't have before, not taking it away. Have you done a count of the number of views
impacted, 10 homes maybe, to the number of people who won't have to drive past that ugly dirt lot with a chain link
fence. Right now as it stands, it is an unusable ugly 20 acre lot that the majority just ignore because it is useless to
them. As for the housing value of the maybe 10 people impacted they had to know when buying their home that there
was a possibility of something being built there someday. I bought a condo downtown and they were required to point
out the empty lots where something may be built that would block my view, that is just a fact of buying real estate. I
would also argue that having a beautiful resort in the community instead of that eye sore would increase the value of
the homes of the majority not decrease them.
Out of the three options:
leave it as an unusable ugly lot surrounded by a chain link fence,
build mega mansions and make it all private (which I believe is what it is zoned for),
or build a beautiful sustainable resort that the community can at least enjoy
only the last is appealing to me. I don't think blocking the view of a very, very tiny percentage of Solana beach residents
should make it so the majority will never even step foot or enjoy the property. I am out and about in the community a
lot, as well as my fiancé, and we hear a very different story of support. I have noticed that the opposition definitely
makes a louder noise but I think that tide is about to change.
Does the opposition propose some other use for this property other than sitting empty surrounded by a chain link
fence? This to me is similar to Solana 101. I can’t understand why people would rather see that eye sore of a junk yard,
rather than build something that the community can use. I hate every day driving past that lot with all the junk on it,
that is my view that you are blocking. The pictures below is what I drive by every day 2-3 times It is the view the
majority of Solana Beach sees on a daily basis and everyone driving the beautiful 101. Is this really what you want for
our community? I find it impossible to believe that the majority would want either of these views so 10 people can keep
their awesome views and home value. Please explain to me why either picture below is good for the community or truly
represents Solana Beach?

